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Alachua County is experiencing a confluence of changes in leadership. 

Some of our most important local institutions are currently seeking new leaders. A 

couple of them are in the second round of searches, making it even more important 

to have a successful conclusion. 

The University of Florida is searching for a new president with Bernie Machen 

planning to retire at the end of the year. The university had a search short-circuited 

last winter when Gov. Rick Scott became involved and Machen decided to stay 

longer in the position. 

Alachua County is looking for a new county manager to replace Betty Baker after 

she retires in November. Baker took over the manager's job last year after a 

months-long search resulted in unsuccessful negotiations with three different 

outside candidates. 

Gainesville Regional Utilities also needs to find a new leader. General Manager Bob 

Hunzinger resigned last year in the face of relentless criticism related to the 

biomass plant, with Kathy Viehe taking the job on an interim basis. 

There are also community groups, such as the United Way of North Central Florida, 

undergoing searches for new or permanent leadership. 
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These transitions come on the heels of changes at the top of other major local 

institutions. Those examples show the value in selecting new leadership that is 

engaged in the big issues facing the community. 

Since Tim Giuliani was hired as president of the Gainesville Area Chamber of 

Commerce in 2012, the group has become more involved in local government. The 

chamber has created groups to study issues such as GRU's finances and 

governance, and made recommendations for reforms. 

The group's members have advocated for the Plum Creek development and will 

hopefully be leaders of the campaign for the transportation surtax on the ballot in 

November. Even if you don't agree with the chamber's positions on these issues, it 

is a positive development that a broader array of community members than before 

has become involved in public policy. 

Alachua County Public Schools recently completed a successful search with the 

hiring of Owen Roberts as superintendent this summer. While it's too early too pass 

judgment on his leadership of local schools, the early indications suggest he is 

making connections across the community to help him tackle long-standing issues 

such as struggling schools in eastern Alachua County. 

There have been rough goings in the leadership transitions for some of our major 

institutions, but these examples provide hope for successful conclusions. Whoever 

is chosen for the jobs, the leaders selected for UF, Alachua County, GRU and other 

local groups must be committed to engaging their institutions in addressing the 

problems of the wider community. 

Alachua County is fortunate to be home to some incredible institutions. Now it 

needs to find people up to task of leading them. 

 


